
78th knowledge seekers workshop 09-10-2015  

Conflict with organization about a pedophilia case turned over to the FBI, KF was 

attacked about the logo and they will change it. Rick got very upset about photos.  (:26).  

Keshe discusses the Power supplies, they are not a generator and don't require plug or 

voltage conversion. (:30).  Discusses how the Power Units work, SUMMARY of the 

Plasma has full spectrum of MG fields.   (:37). Rep from Ghana. In the Gans you have 

millions of little suns releasing MG fields come as a whole package. (From a Plasma the 

process is reversed to Matter, in the space you always have plasma and not matter to 

work with), this is what's happening in the Power Unit, So you have available the 

building blocks of life.  (:41).  When you connect to PU you create a field connection that 

it gives you O, conversion of a plasma into a desired entity. (:53).  Convert energy of 

plasma to create what you want. Puzzle complete, we went from matter to Nano to Gans, 

Plasma, and now back to Matter is shape we control. Ali was using a capacitor in his SS. 

Every Gans has the total Spectrum to make anything.     (1:00). Goes over how the pen 

works with double coils (M & G) and central wire to direct the flow, Since all of the skin 

flows steady there is no draw of fields, only where the fields are changing, and that 

means pain, and automatically brings a balance. Same as wiht Power Unit, transfer of 

power without wires, Tesla's car the power unit in Moscow and drove car in NY.    

(1:06). How to create motion with PU in car, do we need wheels? Car will get Nano 

coated and become the same as SS.   (1:10).     You started at the flow of electrons to 

created motion, some relation to plasma?  Go back to putting banana over water 

surrounded by Gans, the water was the medium of conversion, you need a medium for 

the conversion. The Matter on earth is made of the GM fields of Earth, Solar System, and 

Universe. Water when it leaves the MG fields of earth may not necessarily remain liquid. 

Learn how to make Plasmatic Filters used to convert the Plasma to Energy, Matter, and 

Motion.   (1:16).   Someone created a SUMMARY or INDEX of teachings, so you can go 

right to minutes on a particular video.   What the Mexican man (in detail how to create 

matter out of plasma) was discussing, passing water through Nano material it becomes a 

Gans state and converts to the  plants, when it comes to the plant it converts itself to 

higher growth etc., they say there is enough Fe in a man to make a nail, the conversion of 

matter to Gans creates expansion, it's similar to what happens in High Blood Pressure the 

energy causes expansion in the blood cell.  Matter and Plasma convert into the other, in 

Matter your confined to the Temperature and Pressure, in Plasma you're confined to the 

MG field flow within the environment of Universal, in Matter you're tightly packed but in 

Gans you're open to U structure.    (1:24).  When Gans goes to matter it goes to either 

field strength or tangibility. When you eat food it releases the energy of a Gans state not 

matter, in space you create the field strength  of food rather then tangibility. Mike had 

part of answer but didn't follow through, the 8 loop N wires create water, but if you 

connect ends  to PU, now you decide what each loop can create by placing a filter 

between it, go back to H reactors in lab, or the bead rings Marco made 6 and 12. You can 

change the M or G, isotopes and different "elements",  two winding coils were added to 

change the MG fields, this is to control the MG fields for your body, can't receive guests 

in space unless change MG fields of their body, connecting fields around the rings 

determine matter by filtering, like in the pen and finger, the stronger fields absorb the 

weaker.  (1:33). As with Renan within 10 sec pain gone, within 10 sec anywhere in U, the 

destination planet will be a much stronger field strength. *** Try to find out how to 



absorb energies in a given environment and you don't need a Gans, moving towards non-

tangible reactors, the spring coil cores is a intermediary half way to non-confined 

plasmas, reach in the next 12 months. To do this you have to think totally in Plasmatic 

Condition.  (1:42).  West Coast USA last week, there was a lot of panic since last week, 

be content with what have, the dollar has no meaning in Space. In Africa they can by-

pass all the infrastructure and go straight to the plasma in one stroke.  (1:50).  Now to 

present you have to sign a waiver releasing all the technology to freedom and you're not 

violating any copyrights, and use KF logo. Renan, Pen are in production, Emergency 

Plasma Kits. Indicators from nature, list of what's needed in case of emergency. How to 

make Emergency Patch with the CO2 Gans energized water (not the Gans), even a drop 

of Energized water in a barrel water, can burn a stick and use as pain reliever, Open 

Wound Treatment, can wrap patches around water bottles, breath in air in Health Cup, 

How to Decontaminate Water with Wood Ash, Nano wires or CO2 Gans, ashes put in the 

water and settled out for 2 to 3 times.  (2:04).  Pain pen use 7 cm long, wrapped C-

Clockwise, see photo for direction and cover with tape, you can point either direction it 

relieves pain, rain coats inserted with energized Gans pads, gloves, socks (feet are 

vulnerable).    (2:10). Keshe says use Gans water of CuO2, for infected wounds, it 

disinfectant but only for a few minutes, can mix Gans in patch 1 CO2 in middle CuO2 

slightly different angles, in burns it replicates the 3 layers of skin and healing fast, it 

mirror the layers of the missing skin, Cu is part of the physicality and don't use long, pain 

is at emotional level CO2 is good.  (2:17).  Gans breathing mask put Gans around the 

filter and not block them, mosquito repellant by adding Citronella Oil and Lemon Grass 

to CO2 Gans, can apply it directly to bite and instant pain relief.   (2:30).  Keshe shows a 

Chinese Doctor's invention, a center core of Gans of choice, fills in tubes with the blood 

of patient, the changes happen remotely, CH3, CO2, CuO2 to reach emotional level of 

man, if you make a Gans of the 12 salts you could reach every structure in body of man, 

12 salts came from cremated body in homeopathy.  (2:44). In the coming months 

everyone will be able to create a UFO, are we going to be subjected to national borders or 

create new rules, or Universal Rules free at the point of need, man wastes lot on  

resources, every country has large amounts in reserve for in case of emergency, this new 

technology eliminates the need for reserves.  (2:54).  New logo, 5 people have achieved 

lift, if you got a hunger pain put pad on stomach pain goes, did it give energy or relieve 

pain? what if you use CH3? The 12 salts of body contained in CuO2. Let's go back and 

expand knowledge. The 2 rings of 6 and 12 Beads, looks like the Chinese Doctors 

reactor, single core were original spacecraft. Mike preparing for coming disaster to West 

Coast. How to dictate the NWO or go to Universal Order, you get whatever you need? 

(3:03). (3:11). Renan discusses how he feels with the cores.  (3:15).  Kalee talk about his 

medical device for different kinds of diseases. Ali speaks about feeling the energy from 

four Nano coils connected. Hard to understand, shows some drawings.   (3:27).  David 

from Mexico, agriculture, pictures of corn, can't understand very well, tests on pest 

control apply Gans water of CuO2.   (3:44).  Keshe, burn the fertilizer and create a nano 

and then Gans, and use as fertilizer. Looking to produce nano pipes for watering plants.  

(3:53).  He says he doesn't need pesticides plants growing fast up which creates 

problems, he says the taste sweeter.  (4:02).  (4:10). Keshe is talking about the reactor, 

the height of the Free plasma dictates the size of craft.  

 


